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This invention relates to containers -for ?nely 
divided solid material and especially to face 
powder boxes utilizing an inner powder recep 
tacie or powder drum:which is to be ?lled With 
the powder and inserted in the base of the box. 
One important object of the invention is the 

provision ci‘ a simple and practical construction 
by Which discharge cf powder from the box is ' 
con?ned to the regular'discharge opening of the 
box, its egress from the box through the joints 
et the latter being greatly minimized or entirely 
prevented. , . , 

Another object of the invention is the provi 
sien of a practical and e?’icient construction of 
thebox parts which lends itself to the rapid pro 

‘ duction of siftless face poWder boxes by auto 
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matic machinery. / 
Another important object of the invention is 

the provision of a simple and ef?cient construc_ ' 
tien cf powder container drum which itseif is 
highiy promotive of the securement ci a siftless 
box and which may readily and easily be in 
serted in place in the base notwiths‘tandjng vari 
ations of diameter between the drum and the 
base in/which it inter?ts. 
Another important obje_ct of the invention is 

the provision of an e?icient packing material 
i‘or face powder boxes of the character de 
scribed. ‘ ' 

Another object of the invention is the pro 
vision of_ a simple and practical method for 
making non-sifting face powder boxes. 
Another important object .of the invention is 

‘the provision of a practical Construction of face ' 
powder box in which the powder material is 
adapted to cooperate to form a packing for ar 
resting exit of powder from the box through 
the joints. ‘ 

It is‘ a further- object to provide a means of 
overcoming the inherent variation in the size, 
or more speci?cally the diameter of the parts 
manufactured‘ on high-speed production ma 
chines with particular regard to those parts that 
must ?t within each other in the assembly of 
the complete parts. _ ' 

It is a furth_er- object to provide a 'means of 
'overcoming the variation in ?nished part size, 
which is occ‘asioned by variations inthe thick— 
ness of the several plies of stock used in mak 
ing the parts of a round, square, reqtangular, 
or multi-sided box or container. . "i 
Other objects of the invention wil1 in part 

be- obvious and will in part appear hereinafter. 
The invention accordiri_gly comprises the sev 

eral steps and the relation and order of one or 

(Ci. 229—-—6) 
more of such steps with respect to each of the 
others, and the article possessing the features, 
properties, and the relation of elements, which 
are exempli?ed in the following detailed dis 
closure, and the scope of the application of 
which will be indicated in the claims. 
For a fuller understanding of the nature and 

objects of the invention reference should be had 
to the following detailed description taken in 
connection with the accompanying drawing, in 
which: 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view, partly sectional, 
of a face powder box with its cover and mus 
trating an embodiment of the invention; ‘ 

Fig. 2 is a vertical section through ‘the box of 
Fig. 1; ‘ . 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged vertical section of a por 
tion of the box, the dotted ?nes illustrating the 
drum before being seated in position in the base 
of the box; ' . ' 

Fig. 4: is a view of the base, the cover and 
drum, each in perspective and in separated re 
lation; 

Fig. 5 is a plan view illustrating a ring made 
of a coiled strip of paper and which may be 
utilized either in the base or in the drum, the 
paper strip being thicker than that which may 
be employedr and 

Fig. 6 is a detailed ‘sectiona1 view through one 
side of the box, somewhat enlarged over Fig. 2. 

Refer‘ring now more spe‘ci?cally to the draw 
' ing, the' base of the box is indicated at A; the 
cover-or top at B and the drum at C. The base 
has a head Il and ‘an upstanding ?ange or ring 
2. Similarly, the cover B has a head 3, and a de-‘ 
pending ?ange or ring t and the head 3 may be 
domed as illustrated. The drum provides et con— 
tainer for reception of face p'owder and has a 
?ange or ring 5 and an overlying head 6. In 
the present invention the head 6 is preferably 
made of a readilyirangible sheet material such 
as tissue paper ‘or any of the well known thin, 
translucent sheet materials. A suf?ciently large 
sheet is selected and its margin or edge is 
folded onto the outside face of the drum-ring 
or ?ange 5, the fold being secured by an over 
lying strip of thin cover pape!‘ ‘i extending con 
tinuousiy around the drum ring 5 and pasted 
to said- ring. The cover strip not only secures 
the fold of the drum head 6; it also covers any 
sma1l wrink‘les in the fold and provides. a rela 
tively smooth, unwrinkled outer side face of the 
drum ?ange or ring 5. For convenience of the 
powder maker, the base A, cover B and drum C 
are provided as separate units. The drum C 
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is open at its end opposite or remote from the 
head 6, and the powder maker places it with its 
open end up so it may easily be?lled With the 
powde'r. Thereupon after ?lling, the drum may 
be inserted in the base A, the ?ange or ring 2 
becoming an outer ring and the danse or ring 
5 becoming an inner ring. In this manner the 
base A not only forms a closure for the ?lling 
opening of the powder containing drum C, but it 
also forms a. receptacle and housing in which the 
drum is received. For ?nishing the base ?ange 
2, and securing it to the'head l, a thin strip of 
ornamental paper or other material 8 may be 
wound onto the ?ange 2 and will be folded over 
the open edge of this ?ange and around onto the 
head I, and adhesively sec1‘1red inside and out 
side the base A. In like manner a ?nishing strip 
9 maÿ be a?ixed to the cover B, and entirely 
over the head 3; . 

The present invention is of advantage in hand 
made boxes inasmuch as among other factors, it 
promotes quick assembly of the parts and the 
making ci‘ a non-sifting face powder box, but it 
possesses very important advantages when uti 
lized in paper‘ boxes the parts 01.’ which are made 
by automatic machinery operating at high speed. 
One of the most important objects sought for in 
a face powder box is that it shall not “_siit”; 
that _it shall be “siftless", meaning that the 
powdered contents shall be retaihed in the box 
and not sift out through its joints. 
to avoid sifting, the diameters of the drum 
?ange 5 and the base ?ange 2 have heretofore 
been et relative siz‘è to obtain as tight a. ?t as 
possible consistent with the requirement that. 
one must be inserted in the other in telescopic 
relation. The result has been that in many cases 
the insertion may not be eiïected at all or only 
with the greatest care, thus leading to great 
loss of time and waste of materials, and increas 
ing production'costs and slowing down output. 
The high speed machines are thus not effective 
to produce merchantable boxes in the qnantities 
for which they are designed. They may run at 
high speed, but much of the product has to‘ be 
rejected. Also, various supplemental operations 
at substantial cost have been resor'ted. to, none 
01‘ which has been satisfacto'ry, especially in 

' , making a satisfactory face powder box capable 
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of being marketed at low cost, as for instance re 
quired in the ten-cent stores. ' -. 
Dependence upon the ?t of the drum ?ange 

and the base ?ange for tightness has been en 
tirely unsatisiactory. 'supplemental operations 
of the past have been equally unsatisfactory in 
preventing or minimizing “sifting” ‘and have but 
added to operations and to cost. 
An important aspect of the present invention 

concerns the relative diameters of the inner and 
outer rings or wà.lls provided for the base and 
drum respectively. _ - 

An important related feature of the present 
invention resides in providing an inner drum 
ring or ?ange of appreciably smaller enter diam 
eter than the internal diameter' of the outer 
base-ring, thus allowing a loose ?t between the 
rings notwithstanding variation of moisture cori 
tent or thickness of stock material, so that free 
entry of one ring into the other is readily' per 
mitted under al] conditions, a space being~ thus 
always provided between the two rings in their 
telescopic relation to each other. The impor 
tance of this will become mainifest from the fol 
lowing considerationsti— ‘ 

In modem. high' speed, automatic box ma, 

As tending 
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chines these rings are formed by coilingor wind— 
ing relatively sti?’, thin paper stock on rotating 
mandrels having ?xed diameters. It has been 
the common practice to depend upon the close 
ness or tightness of the ?t of the outer diam 
eter of the drum ring, or ?ange, against the 
inner diameter of the base ring, or ?ange, to 
hold the powder in the box and to prevent sift 
ing, i. e., escape of the ?nely divided particles 
out of the drum, and accumulation of substan 
tial amounts in loose condition, on the top of 
the drum head and beneath the cover, especiallv 
before the cover is removed. It is a di?erence in 
diameter of but a few thousandths of an inch 
‘between the ?t of the rings or ?anges on each 
other that may result in sui?cient looseness to 
sift powder or one that is so tight that these 
rings"cannot be made to telescope. Drum rings 
or ?anges are commonly made of tWo, three or 
more ply light weight paper, and while on the 
whole they are relatively sti?, they may have 
some ?exibility, dependent on the paper; stock 
and the number of plies employed. As has been 
before explained, the margin of the head 6 is 
folded down and a cover strip 1 may be applied. 
Accordingly any predetermined outside diameter 
of the drum ring is dependent on several factors 
including the thickness of the paper stock and of 
the glue which may be employed to hold the 
plies together and to secure the cover strip. As 
suming it to be the practice to purchase nine 
and onè-half point card-middling stock from 
which to coil a four-ply drum ring but such 
stock averages ten and one-half points in thick 
ness instead of nine and one-half points, eight 
thousandths 01.‘ an inch 'will be added to the 
outer diameter of the drum. -And it is not un 
common to ?nd even more variation, eight point 
to eleven point, a?ecting the outer diameter of 
the drum ring in paper stock of this small 
caliper. Not only is there this 1mav’oidable vari 

' ation in thickness or caliper of the paper stock 
which will result in a non-telescoping drum-ring. 
There are also variations in thickness due to 
moisture content of the stock, its thickness be 
ing one caliper when made and a di?îerènt thick 
ness when assembled drum to base. By provid 
ing the ‘drum-ring of appreciably smaller outer 
diameter thari the internal diameter of the base 
ring and having the loose ?t as hereinbeiore 
stated, the objections dependent on variations et 
stock-thickness are, very substantially avoided 
and the production of siftless boxes at high speed 
on automatic machinery is greatly promoted, 
and this'is especially so when taken in conjunc 
tion with the feature of the invention which ar 
rests the escape of powder notwithstanding the 
rings are of appreciably di?erent'diameter as 
aforesaid. As illustrated in the drawing, the 
drum .ring 5 is formed 'of relatively sti? thin 
paper stock coiled in a plurality of plies into ‘ring 
formation as shown in Fig. 5. Also it is to be un 
del‘5t00d that the ring or ?ange of the base niay 
be constructed of a sim?arly coiled paper strip. 
Another important aspect of the invention re 

_ lates to adjusting or compensating for the loose 
ness et fit between the drum ring 5, and the 
base ?ange 2 so as to attain the improvements 
due to the loose ?t (as for instance free entry 
of one ring into another; avoidance of objec 
tions on account of variation in caliper 01 stock, 
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whether due'to moisture or to unavoidable va- _ 
riation in original stock material) and nèver 
theless to promote the anti-sift features of the 
powder box. To this end a means is provided 75 
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which is disposed and adapted to bring the 
diameters of the base ?ange or ring and the 
drum ?ange or ring to relative size producing 
a tight ?t in the joint between the base and 
drum. - Initially this means may be mounted 
either on the. base or on the drum, but it is pref 
erably initially mounted on the drum, It in 
clud’es plastic, jbint-packing or caulking mate 
rial l0 which is cooperable to join the ?anges 
or rings of the base and the drum together and, 
in the embodiment?lustrated lies between said 
rings and is in the.form of a continuous cir 

' cumferential bead or ring around the drum ring 
5. It is of narrow width relative to that of the 
box rings and is spaced apart from the end “2 
of the drum. It is preferably located close to 
the head 6 of,the drum and overlies the fold 

' thereof. It adds t‘o the°stiffness of the drum 
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. space ,between said rings Îwhen the rings a1;e' 
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loosely to interfit. 

and hence tends to hold the head 6 tant. When 
initially on the outer face of the separate drum 
?ange or the inner face of the sepàrate base 
?ange, it protrudes thereirom and its protruding 
portion 15 curved or convexed outwardly in 
cross-section, as clearly seen in Figs. 3 and 4, 
and forms a relatively narfow strip pr bead 
projecting laterally of the ?ange. " 
The material of the ring ‘or bead Il) is rela 

tively soit and readily ,shearable and com‘pres 
sible and it is adapted to be altered in thickness 
by contacting With the base ?ange or ring under 
the force of seating the drum ring in its oper 
able position in the base ring or ?ange. In the 
'operation of telescoping the flanges 2 and 5, the 
bead Il) is carried by one ?ange into such posi 
tion that the other ?ange, forced to telescopic 
relation with the -?ange carrying the bead I0, 
will cause said bead tightly to pack en caulk ' 
the space between said ?anges. ( 
A suitable plastic material for the ring il] is 

some species of solid wax or wax like substance, 
as blended wax< Preferably the ring li) is. 
bonded to the drum- or base, whichever is the 
initial carrier, in a melted state. Under‘ mild 
heat it may be bonded to the other ring after 
telescopic insertion in the other ring. The ring 
ll0 forms an exterior layer on the box part. 
In some instances it is desirable to utilize for 

the ring in a species of plastic, as wax, towhich 
due to its tackiness particles of the face powder 
will adhere, thus anchoring the’ powderparticles 
to the wax substance, and to the paper——these 
particles tending to block any ?ne interstices in 
the wax pacl{ing and forming a.’ packing of 
po'wdered material. ' 

It is to be understood that either the base 
or drum having the _wax or plastic ring m. 
mounted thereon is utilizable alone as a. sep 
arate article of manufacture for any convenient 
use. In carrying out the method, the base 
?anges ‘or rings are formed separately from the 
drum ?anges or rings, and of relative size 

After the paper rings are‘ 
made the inter?tting face of one ring is «pro 
vided with a plastic shoulder or conforming ring, 
‘as the packinâ’ ring Il) otwax or other plastic 
material which is thicker than the maximum 

in intér?ttingæelation. This-ma}! be' done by 
directirig onto the drum while on its mandrel 
a stream of the melted, plastic material. This 
also bonds the plastic to the drum. Thereafter 
one ring, atter 'being filled with powder, is 
pressed into the other and by the pressing or 
driving operation the conforming ring or shoul-' 
der is d?ven into position tightly nacl?ng the 

3 
joint between the rings. After the drums are 
?lled and inserted in the bases, a. slight appli 
cation of heat to the outside of the bases causes 
‘the plastic ring to bond to the ?ange of the 
base, thus also making a hermetic seal. 
By employing a wax like material having a 

relatively low melting point, as for instance 
para?ine, the wax like ring l0 easily chills and 
solidi?es so it niay readily be handled, the ring 
offering a convenient shoulder‘ or handle to 
lessen slip of the ?ngers. An important fune 
tion et the plastic is to interrupt and forma 
non-sifting powder-barrie‘r in the joint between 
the rings.‘ It ?lls the space between the rings 
and also will mold itself into all irregularities 
of the space, as for instance formed by the ends 
or edges of the cover-paper, the folded margin 
of the head 6, and other irregularitîes. The 
plastic ring l0 is of a substance relatively soit 
and solid at room temperature, as for instance 
some species of wax, and the melting point of 
this substance is considerably lower than the 
point of in?ammability or charring of the paper 
so that the substance may be bonded to the 
paper by the application of heat without injur» 
ing the paper. Also the substance may have 
some degree of viscidity or tackiness in the solid 
state‘ so that particles of powder may adhere to 
the’=- packing. 

It is to be understood that among the sub— 
stances of which the ring I!) may be made are 
the various waxes, such as para?ine, beeswax, 
halowax, carnauba, Spermaceti, cerese or com 
binations of these waxes, or mixture of chlorodi 
phenyl and sulphur, the former com‘prising - 
the larger percentage of the mixture. Bitumens 
or resinous materials might be used, or com 
bination of bitumens and resins. 

‘In bases having non-?aring open ends, «the 
diameter of the plastic ring I0 on the drum ring 
should be larger than that of the open end of 
the base ring so as to either be compressed and 
slide over the edge of said open end or to have 
a portion sheared off from the plastic ring in 
the operation of telèscoping the two rings. In 
either case tight inter?tting of the ring I0 in 
the joint 13 effected. - 

It is to be understood that the boxes need not 
be round as illustrated, but may be aval or 
polygonal or of any shape appi‘opriate for em- . 
bodying the invention. Accordingly it is_ to be 
understood that the terms “ring”, “?ange”, etc; 
herein employed cover and comprehend similar 
walls for the box parts whe‘ther they are cir 
cular, oval, square, hexagonal, or- other shapes. 

4 It is to be understood that the packing or 
caulking bead l0 may in some instances be ap 
plied to the base ñange instead of to the drum 
?ange, or each of these parts may have an indi 
vidual bead. The bead applied to the drum is 
more practical however and is to be ‘preferred. 
It is also to be understood that, whereas a 
Coi1ed or multi-ply ?ange is illustrated the inven 
tion is available for ?anges of single ply for 
mation. Thin paper stock 13 preferred for the 
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materiä.l ot‘- the ?anges, but it is to be under- ' 
stood that the invention is available for boxes 
or box-flanges made of. other materials, a's paste 
board, card,-mid{dle stock, and theliläe. Also in, 

> some instances/the conforming’ ring or bead il) 
1s colored-in contrast to the color of the ?ange 
to which it is applied, thus enabling its struc 
ture and arrangement to be more read?y ob 
served, and,‘ any defects noted and remedied. ‘ 

It is-alsO to 'be understood that, in some as-5 75 
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pects of the invention, the shape‘oi‘ the caulk 
ing or packing may vary fr.om continuous ring 
form, an important feature being to close the 
joint between the base and drum regardless oi’ 
the shape of packing.required to do so. 
Since certain changes" in carrying out the 

above process, and certain modi?cations in the 
article which embody the invention may be made 
without departing from its scope, it is,intended 
that all matter contained in the above descrip 
tion or shown in. the accompanying drawing 
shall be interpreted as iilustrative and not in a 
lir‘niting sense. 
Having described our invention, what we claim 

as new and desire to secure by Letters- Patent is: 
1. A box of the character described including, 

in combination, a box part including a powder 
container having a ?lling opening at one end and 
being closed at its opposite end, a box part in-' 
cluding a receptacle for telescopically receiving 
said container to provide a space between the 
receptacle and container, whereby said container 
and recez‘atacle are cooperable for being shifted ' 
to telescopic assembly relation one in the other 
to close said powder container, and means, in 
cluding a bead of relatively soit wax-like mate 
rial shiftable with one of said box parts, and co 
operable to bridge the space between said parts 
and to restrain the escape cf powder through 
said space in the assembled relation of said parts. 

2. A box of the character 
in combination, a box part including a powder 
container having a ?lling opening at one end 
and being closed at its opposite end, a box part 
,including a receptacie for teléscopica?y receiv 

described including, 

ing said container to provide a space between. 
the receptacie and container, whereby said con 
tainer and receptacle are cooperable for being 

- shifted to and from telescopic assembly relation 
one in the other _to open and close said powder 
container, and means, including a bead of rela 
tively soit waX-like material bonded to the outer 
surface of said powder container and spaced 
f_rom one end thereo1 and being cooperable to 
~bridge the space between said powder container 
and said receptacle to restrain escape of powder. 

3. A box of the character dèscribed including, 
‘ _, a box part inciuding a powder 

container having a ?lling opening at one end, 
a frangible cioeure head at the opposite end of 
said container and having an angularly disposed 
attaching ?ange by which it is_ attached to the 
container, a box part including a receptacle tele 
scopically receiving said container to provide a - 
space between the receptacle and container 
whereby said container and receptacle are cô 
operable for being shifted to tele:copic assembly 
relation one in the other to close said powder 
container, and means including a bead of rela 
tively soit wax-like material attached to and 
extending around said powder container directly 
opposite to said attaching ?ange and being co 
operable to bridge the space between said parts ‘ 
and to restrain the escape of powder. 

' or open said powder 

« side ?anges one of which is 01 
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4. A box of the character described including, 

in combination, a powder container having a 
?lling opening at one end, a frangible closure 
head at its opposite end, said container includ 
ing a strip of thin paper coiled into a multi-ply 
ring to form the lateral container wall, packing 
means including a packing ring of *wax encir 
cling ‘said coiled ring and cooperable to reinforce ' 
the latter, a receptacle for telescopically receiv 
ing said container, said container and receptacle 
cooperable for being shi1’ted to or from tale 
scopic assembly relation one in the other to close 

container, and to dispose 
said wax ring either out of said receptacle or in 
the latter to provide a packing between the re 
ceptacle and container. . ' 

5. An anti-sift powder box including, in com 
bination, two box parts, including a powder con 
taining drum and a base or closure part for the 
drum, said drum and closure parts having side _ 
?anges, one of which is of materially less diam 
eter than the other wher’eby one box part will 
loose1y telescope within the other part With a 
material space therebetween, said powder con 
taim‘ng drum 
having a ?llin opening at its lower end and 
said closure part‘ being positioned when as 
sembied for closing said lower ?lling opening of 
the drum, and a caulking device including a 
bead of plastie wax-like material positioned be- , 
tween said ?anges and extending entirely there 
around and ?lling ‘and caulking the space there 
between so as to form an anti-sift joint. 

6. An anti-sift powder box including, in com-, 
bination, two box parts including a powder con- 7 
taining drum and a base or cIosure, part for 
the drum, said drum and closure parts having 

materially less 
diameter than the other whereby one' box part 
Will loosely telescopè within the other part with 
a material space therebetween, said powder con 
taining drum being closed at its upper end and 
having a ?lling opening at its lower end and 
said closure part being’ positioned when as 
seinbied for closing said lower ?lling opening of 
the drum, and a caulking device including a bead 
of plastic wax-like material positioned between 

. said ?angesand extending entirely therearound 
and ?iling and caulking ‘the space'therebetween 
so as to form 'an anti-sift joint, said wa.x-like 
bead being bonded to the surface of one of said 
side ?anges, and prior to insertion in caulking 
position, being thicker than said spaèe between 
the ?anges so as to ?t tightly in caulking posi 
tion when forced therein. 

7. A powder-containing drum for a powder 
box, said drum having a side ?ange or wail and 
having a frangible closure head attached to one 
end thereof, the opposite end of said drum‘hav 
ing a ?lling opening, and a caulking bead of 
waxlike material.attachéd to and protruding out 
wardly frein the outer sidey.ot said ?ange and 
extending around the drum. , 
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Ïing closed at its upper end and ; 
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